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Abstract

1

We presentsimple,banded preconditionersthat transform

The classicalorthogonalpolynomial basesmost commonly
used in Numerical Analysis originate as eigenfunctionsof
singularSturm-Liouvilleproblems. The derivativesof such
polynomialsform an orthogonalbasisas well; in fact they
are alsoclassicalorthogonalpolynomials. As a result of the
Gauss contiguity relations for HypergeometricFunctions

linear ordinarydifferentialoperatorswith polynomialcoefficientsinto bandedform. Theseare applicableto a wide
class of Galerkin approximation problems, including expansionsin terms of all the classicalorthogonalpolynomials. The preconditionersare in fact the n-th orderintegration operatorsfor the polynomialfamiliesemployedin the
Galerkin approximation,with n the orderof the differential
operator. The resulting matrix problemsare algorithmically simpler, as well as better conditionedthan the original forms. The good conditioningallowsthe extensionof
our ideaseven to problemswith arbitrary, nonsingularcoefficientsas well as to certain quasilinearproblemsby the
use of iterative methods. We also present extensionsto
partial differentialoperatorswith polynomial coefficients
by consideringpreconditionersin the form of tensorproducts of appropriate combinationsof integration operators.
The originof the tridiagonalintegrationoperatorsfor arbitrary classicalorthogonalpolynomialfamiliesis shownto
lie with the Gausscontiguityrelationsfor Hypergeometric

Introduction

[1], elementsof the originalbasishave a simpleexpressionin termsof elementsof the derivativebasis,involving
at most three terms of contiguousdegrees.Consequently,
althoughthe matricesrepresentingdifferentiationto variousordersin terms of an orthogonalpolynomialbasisare
almostfull upper triangular matrices(only exceptionare
the Hermite polynomials),thoserepresentingintegration
are banded, of bandwidth 2n + 1, with n the order of integration. This, togetherwith the fact that multiplication
by a monomialis alsoa tridiagonalmatrix leadsto simple,
bandedpreconditioners
which simultaneouslyband classes
of matricesof the form PD TM,with P the operatorof multiplicationby a polynomialp(x) and D '• the operatorof
m-fold differentiation.

This allows the formulation

of ef-

functions.

ficientalgorithmsfor the solutionof differentialequations
with polynomialcoefficientsin any of the classicalpoly-

Key words: spectral methods, orthogonal polynomials,
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nomial bases. In Sec. 2 we establish the above facts and

discusshow they can be used in the context of the Lanc-

zosr-method to constructa spectrallyaccuratesolutionof
a differentialequationwith generalpolynomial(and.ratio-

AMS subject classifications: 65Q05, 65L60, 65P20,
76-08, 33A45, 33A50, 33A65.

nal) coefficients
in O(M) operations
with M thetruncation
order. The appeal of the method is due not only to the

efficiency
of solution,but alsoto the excellentconditioning
of the resultingmatrix problems[6]. This latter property,
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establishedunder certain general assumptionsin Sec. 3
permits the extensionto problemswith arbitrary nonsin-

gularcoefficients
as well as certainnonlinearproblemsby
the useof iterative methods,and we presentexamplesin
Sec. 4.

In Sec.

5 we show how the ideas can be extended

to higherdimensional
problems. The pre-conditioning
schemepresentedhere has the advantagethat it can be
ICOSAHOM'95: Proceedingsof the Third International Conferenceon Spectraland High Order Methods. ¸1996 Houston
Journal of Mathematics, University of Houston.
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extendedeasilyto treat problemsin multidimensions.Additional dimensions are included in the banded matrix for-

mulation through tensor products, which amountsto re-
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placing entries in banded matrices by blocks which are
themselves
banded.A natural way of derivingsuchblockbandedformsfor the higherdimensionalcaseis by interpreting integrationand differentiationas changeof basis
transformationsamong related polynomial families. Effectively,then, we considerexpansionsin eachvariablein
terms of a basisof derivative polynomialsof order equal
to the maximumorderderivativesin that variablepresent
in the given equation. The numerical solution of several
simple test casesis presented. As an alternative to finitedifferencebasedtime steppingschemes
for time dependent
problems,we apply our method to problemsin one space
dimensionplus time. Functionsare expandedin a double
spectralexpansion,in both the spaceand time variables.
The problemsare solvedby inversionof the block-banded
matrix resulting from the application of integration preconditionersof appropriate order in each variable. The
operationcount for a problem discretizedto a N x M res-
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will assumethat the functionsunderconsideration
possess

sufficient
differentiability
propertiesover(a, b) and canbe
expressed
asa seriesinvolvingthe Q•. See[3]for a discussion of the convergence
propertiesand the introduction of
relevant function spaces.

2.1

Integration

operators and derivative

bases

Wewrite(Q',Q.)w= f• Q.Q,w(x)dx
= h.5,.•,with
h,• the normingconstants
of the Q• [1]. We setQ,(x) =

•

Knox•. It is wellknownthat all orthogonal
poly-

nomial fa•lies

share a thruterm

recu•ence

of the form

1

(2)

• Q&+ta&+l,&
= xQ&, k= 0,1,...

This followssince,if/ < k- 1, deg(xQt) = l+ 1 < k

olutionis min(O(MSN),O(NSM)) for a singlesolution •d, by o•hogonality,{xQ•,Qt)• = {Q&,xQt)• = 0. By
but it is lower if the same matrix is inverted severaltimes,
say as a result for solvingwith different forcing functions

etc, in whichcasethe costis rnin(O(M2N),O(N2M)).
These numbers reflect the alternatives

available when de-

matchingpowerswe e•ily s• that [14]:
Kn-l,n-1

an,n-1
- Kn,n

an,n+l
---

'

Kn.n_•
riving the block-bandedforms for the differential operator. Analogousestimatesalso hold for higherdimensional
an,n Kn,n
problems. Finally, in Sec. 6 we present someconcluding
the secondrelationshipfollowingsince
remarksand further connectionswith previousworks.

In a previous
paper[6]weexamined
the useof the spectral integrationoperatorsaspostconditioners
for lineardifferential operatorswith polynomial coefficientsin arbitrary
basesof classicalorthogonalpolynomials.In that form, the
method was a generalizationof the method of treating a
differential equation by expandingthe highestderivative

in terms of Chebyshevpolynomialsoriginallyintroduced

by Clenshaw[4]. The integrationpreconditioner
for the
Chebyshev
polynomials
is alsoanalyzedby Greengard[11],
while the recurrence relation

for the derivatives

of the Ja-

cobi polynomialshas also appearedin a recent review by

= ½Q.,

=

Kn+•,n

K,+•.•+•
=

In many important cases,includingthe classicalorthogonal polynomials
(i.e. Jacobi,Chebyshev,
Legendre,Gegenbauer,HermiteandLaguerrepolynomials)therealsoholds
a relation of the form
1

/4)

E

Q•,+tb&+t,k
=Q•
'

,

k= 0,1,-..

/=-1

Here,aswell as in (2), we introducedQ_• = 0. In fact:

Fornberg[7].

Lemma 2.1 Supposethat the ei.qenfunctions
of the SL
problem (1) are polynomials. Then their derivatives,

2

{ Q[ } •c alsoconstitute
an orthogonal
familywithrespect
to
weightp(x) whereit is assumed
thatp(x) > 0 for x • (a, b)
and p(a) = p(b) = O. Moreover,the epressionof

The

method

Throughout,we assumethat we are workingwith a family

(k > 1) in terms
oftheQ• involves
at mostonlyIr¾
l'•klk-1•

of polynomials
{Qk}• whichareorthogonal
andcomplete i.e. it hastheform (J).
overtheinterval(a, b) (herea and/orbcanbeinfinite)with

respectto the weightw(x). In the casesof interest,these Proof.' Integrating by parts we see
are the eigenfunctions
of a Sturm-Liouville(SL) problem,

+ kw(x)Q = o,
sothat the Q[ form an orthogonal
familyas well, with
weightp(x) which satisfiesp{.x) •

0 as x •

a, b. We

Q•Q•p(x)dx= Q•Q•p[,•' •
=

A•

Qk(Q•p)'dx

Q•Q•wdx = )•h,5•

IntegrationPreconditioners
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sincep(x) vanishes
at the end-points,andthe orthogonality of the Q• followsfrom that of the Qk. We introduce
h'k--I - •kh• for thenormingconstants
of the Q• ' indexing

and

-- -'
bn,n
n+l
I an'nn(nI+1)\l----1
(• al,l-- K1,'--•
K1.0)

accordingto the degreeof the corresponding
polynomial,

namely
deg(Q•)
= k- 1. Now,since
the{Q•}•+•are
•-•k+l
independent,
we havethat QI• -- •,l
Qlbl,l•and in or-

derto establish
(4)wemustshow
that(QI•,Q•)p-- 0 for

Proof: Sincethe Q• are orthogonal,they mustsatisfya
relationof form (2):

l -- 1,..., k - 2. Clearly

{Q•,Q•}p

!

(7)

t b •a
b

Q•Q•pz[a
-

w•+•+• k+•,k= xQ•+• , k = 0,1,...

(xQ•Q•p+ x ' '

+
-_ Y]•=o t .• _
1)Kn+•,m+lX
m, i.e. K•,,
' = (rn+ 1)Kn+•,m+•,it follows
where the first integral vanishesdue to the orthogonality from (3) that
of theQ• sincedeg(xQ•)= l <_k- 2 < k- 1 = deg(Q•),

= - (Q•,xQ•)p
+ A•(Q•,xQl)w
=0

,
Since Q.+•(x)

while the secondintegral vanishessincedeg(Qk)
k- 1 _• l + 1 = deg(xQl).
Note: for the classicalorthogonalpolynomials,the derivativesof arbitrary order are alsoclassicalorthogonalpolynomials.This followseasilyfrom generalpropertiesof the

t

n

an-n• 1
t l'n '---,

Hypergeometric
functions
F(a, b;c;z) [1]. Forinstance,
for

n

)•--•nan+l
,n

K.+L.

n + 1 K.+z.+•

a.,. ---n+ 1K.+•,.+• n-{-2Kn+2,n+2'

the Jacobipolynomialswe have

P?'fi)(1
- 2z)- (a+1).F(_n,n
+a+fi+1;a+1;z).

n+l

an+l, n -- __
n -• 2an+2,n+l

Differentiating
(2) andusing(7) thereresults:

Since

(5) •zF(a,
b;
c;z)?-•F(a.+
1,b+
1;c+
1;z),

and the claim followsafter somealgebra.

Note: The computation
of the bij fromthe aboveexpres-

it follows that

sionsis not very practical, and was only given to establish

(6) •d
) _ n+
dxp_(mfi)(x
"

the connectionto the a•d. A more direct calculationin

2

' n--1

\;•'}'

Similarly,for the Laguerreand Hermite polynomialswe
have

the caseof the Jacobi polynomialsfollowsfrom their con-

nectionto the hypergeometric
functions[14]. Indeed,differentiating(2) for the Jacobis,multiplying (6) by x and

expressing
thelatterinterms
ofthe•(ø+•'•+•)
ß•
using(2)

dL(•')(x•
r(ø+•)
dx " ,---..._•
(x),

we find

H. - 2nH._•.

In all cases,differentiationcanbe seenasa changeof basis,
alwayswithin the set of classicalorthogonalpolynomials.
Welet A, B bethe coefficient
matricesin (2,4) respectively.
The relation between the two sets of coefficients is found

from the following:

n-Fl,n --

•"+•'" -- n+a+fi+2

1

bn+l,n
-- -----•an+l,n
,
n+
n•n--1
an--l,n,
- 1)An)
bn-l,n
- (1 (n

•

b(a,•)
_(a+l,fi+l) ,
n,n _ a(a,fi)
n,n -- Un--l,n--1

b(•,fi) _(•,fi) n+ a + fi+ 1a(•+•.•+•)
n--l,n= an--l,n
-- n ..•t•..••

Lemma 2.2 The coe•cientsbm,nin (J) arefoundfrom
thosein (œ)as

'-

n-2,n-1

In Appen•x A we show that similar relations for the
deri•tives resulting in a tridiagonM inte•ation operator

(• well• a tridiagonMmonomialmultiplication)
holdfor
•1 h•erg•metric •d confluenth•ergeometric functions
• a result of the Gaussconti•ity relations,•d this can
be usedto •ve • alternative direct deri•tion of the r•

cubeneecoefficients
aid and bid.
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The nonzeroelementsof the matricesA, B for the clas-

95

n rowswhich after left multiplicationby B" are null, are

sicalorthogonal
polynomials
aregivenin Table1, together replacedby row vectorsassociatedwith the •--constraints.
with other relevant quantities, usingthe standard notation

These alter the matrix but do not affect the order of com-

[1].Therelations
fortheGegenbaner
polynomials
C?) can

plexity of the solution algorithm, apart from an increase

be constructedfrom those of the generalJacobissince

in the bandwidth which remains _<R + n.
We establish the above result in a series of lemmas. We

=

+
1)r(2+. +1)
+. + 1)r(2a + 1)

define the function evaluation functional at the point x,
q,., as the row vector

wherea = •3= v - 1/2.

2.2

q,.= (Q0(x),

Reduction to banded form via integration preconditioning

Also we introduce

q?)
= (Q?)(x),Q?)(x),...),

Our main result can be stated as follows:

Theorem 2.1 Consider the orthogonalpolynomialfamily

the operatorof evaluatingthe k-th derivative. Clearly,the

setofpolynomials
which,
{Q,)• andassume
thattheQksatisfy
(J)forsome
matrix {Q?))• formanindependent

B = (hij). Then,the matrixrepresenting
the differential for the classicalorthogonal polynomials, can be shown
to be orthogonalwith a weight related simply to w(x).

operator

(8)

L=•-]pk(x)D
k

If wewrite](0) = ] = (]o,]•,"')T for thevectorof
the expansioncoefficientsof a function f(x) in the given

basis
and](•) = (]o(•),]?),...)
T forthevector
ofthe

with deg(p•) = •rk, the degreeof the polynomialcoefficient expansion
coefficients
of the functionf(•)(x) (denoting
the
k'th
derivative
of
the funcion f(x)) we have that
old•',becomes
banded
upon
leftmultiplication
byB[•]with
bandwidth
R = max•.(2•r•+2(n - k) + 1) where0 _• k _• n. f(k)(x)= q?)](o)
= q•](•). Thentherelations
(2),(4)
(In the sequelwe use L both for the operatorand for its
matrix representation.Also, arrays are indexedfrom 0 to
N, the maximum order of truncation. An array G whose
first k rows have been replaced by zeroesis denoted by

G[•].Similarly
f[i]willdenote
thevector
f withitsfirsti
components
set to zero.)
Example: The following ordinary differential equation
ariseswhen one solvesthe 2-D Helmholtz equation on an

can be written

(9)

xq•= q•A andqz= q?)B= q(•)B[•]

whereA, B are the recursioncoefficientmatricesfor (2),
(4) respectively.
The matrix

(x

u(x)= - f

The inner radius of the annulus is a- 1 > 0 ,k is an integer

B has the form

b0,0 50.1 0
0
...
b•,0 b•,• b•,2 0 ...
0 b2.• b2,• b2,s 0

annulus:

u(x)- • Ds+x+a
.1 D

as

(lO)

B:

0

0

0

0

b•,• b•,• ".
0

".

".

(representing
the Fouriermode),andthe rangeof x is - 1 _•

x _• 1. Multiplying
throughbythefactor(x+a) • wearrive
The very first row of B will alwaysbe set to zero. Thus
at an equationwith polynomialcoefficients
which can be
transformedto nine-diagonalform via left multiplication the elements50,0and 50,• are irrelevantand will neverbe
used. The basicrecursion(4) remainsunchanged
regardbythematrix
B•] [5].Thisexample
isfurther
discussed
in the next section,where conditioningis considered.
less
ofhowthefirstrowofB isdefined
since
Q?(x)= 0
Note: In conjunction
with the Lanczos•--method[10], for polynomialfamilies.
We have
or alternativelyby makinguseof propersubspaces
where

differentiation
is invertible[6], the aboveideacan be incorporatedinto the designof algorithmsfor the efficient Lemma 2.3 The operatorPn of multiplicationby a polyand accurate solution of differential equationswith poly- nomialPn(x) is expressed
in the basisQn by a bandedmanomial coefficients. When the •--method is used, the first

trix, of bandwidth2•rn+ 1.

Integration Preconditioners
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Proof:Consider
an expansion
f(x) = qz](ø). Multiply- Lemma 2.4 Thecommutatorof theoperatorD • with the
ingbyx, oneobtains
xf(x) = xqz](ø)where
xqzdenotesoperatorP of multiplicationby a polynomialp(x) is given
xqz = (xQo(x),xQ•(x),...). Invoking(9) onecansubsti- by

tuteforxqztoobtainxf(x) = qzA](ø).ThusA isthematrix which transformsthe vector of expansioncoefficients

for f(x) intothe vectorof expansion
coefficients
for xf(x).

•

( k)Dk_mp(

[P'D•]
= PD•- DkP=Y•"(-1)m m

The matrix A is tridiagonal since the recurrencerelation

k
(2) is a three-termrecurrencerelationßExtendingthis arTheproperties
oftheB[•]areestablished
inlemmas
(2.5gument,it is evidentthat A n is the matrix that transforms 2.6):
the vectorof expansioncoefficients
for f (x) intothe vector
of expansion
coefficients
for xnf(x). SinceA wastrialiago- Lemma
2.5Letf•(x)= •]•)Q•(x); then
B[•]](•)=

hal A n is obviousIybanded with bandwidth 2n + 1. Thus

multiplicationby a polynomialPn(x) becomesthe operation of multiplicationby pn(A).
Note: If the family has a simple convolution,as is the
case for the Chebyshevpolynomials for which 2TroT, =

Tin+, + •,n-nl, thenit is convenient
to expandthe polynomialp, (x) in termsof the basisthussimplifyingthe construction of the matrix Pn. Specifically,one first expands

= •k=0 caTa.Forpurposes
of implementation,
let
us considera truncated Chebyshevexpansionof order N,

1[•)and
the
first
element
of](0),]o(o),
isundeterrnined.
Proof:
Wehave
thatf(x)= q•](o)and
f'(x)= q(•)](0)=
qz](•).Also,byassumption,
q?)B= q•. Combining
we
find

Sincethe Q• •e independent
andorthogonal,
the relation

claimedfollows.Cle•ly, the firstelementof ] remains

thatis f(x) = T•] (ø)whereT• istherowvector
T• =

undeter•ned, sinceQ• • O.

(To(x),T•(x),...,TN(x)).

Corollary 2.1 A similar relationship holds for the n-th

The productis p,(x)f(x) =

derivativecoefficients
of f(x).
•-•;•caTaT&i(ø)
where
TkT•represents
thevector
TaT• = (Ta(x)To(x),Ta(x)T•(x),...,Ta(x)TN(x)). The

vectorTkT• canbe expressed
in the form(TaT•) = Recall
thatq?)B= q• from(9). Similarly,
onehas
T•ATk (accurate
upto theN+l'th coefficient)
whereATk qz(i+a)
r• q(•i)Onecangenerate,
using
repeated
appliis the N + 1 by N + 1 matrix
0

-..

cations
of..(i+a)
r• q? andrecursive
substitutions,

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

0
ß

0

......
.

..

ß

..

'.

'.
,

1

2

0

AT• • 0

'.

I

......

'.

0

'.

1

wherep _• n. Settingn = k andp = k, in (11) oneobtains
k
k
q•B = q•. Arguingas in Lemma 2.5 it is seenthat

.

'.
o

ß

0

..
.

ß

ß

O'

o

usingq•B
• • = qz for the last equalityßUsing the second

o

0

I

0

.--

O.

and last expressionin the aboveequation,one obtains

where a•0 = 1, a0• = 1/2 etc, which followsfrom

2TrnTn
= Trn+,+ Tim-,q. NoteATereduces
to theidentity matrix. As expected,ATk has a bandwidthof 2k + 1.

and, again,this relationgivesthe coefficients
of f(x) in

of thoseof its k-th derivative,with the components
Thusp,(x)f(x) - •k=0
•="c•T•T•](ø)canbewritten
as terms
]0 through
]•_• remaining
undefined.
Recall
thatthefirst
pn(x)f(x)
= Tff(•--• c•AT•)
](o)where
•_-_-•
c•AT•k components
of q?) arezero,since
thek'thderivative

is sumof matricesAT• eachwith bandwidthlessor equal annihilatesthe polynomialsof order first through k - 1.
to 2n + 1. This equationillustratesthat multiplicationby

We then have

p, (x) translates
intomultiplication
bya bandedmatrixfor
Lemma 2.6 If D is the matrix of differentiationin the

Chebyshevpolynomials.
We also have the related obviousconsequence
of Leib-

family,thenB[•]D-- I[1], theidentitywithitsfirst rowset

nitz's rule:

to zero.

26
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Proof:Indeed,by definition,
D] (ø) = fO), so that

q•](•)= qzD](ø)fromwhich
•z [•]

0 nsing
(9). hns

95

and the bandwidth is obviously

-

2 max ((n-r)+ar)+l=R.

= 0 or

O_<r_<n

q?)(f•)-B[•]Df
(ø))= 0byLemma
2.5.One
c• nowReplacingthe firstn-rows(containingzeroes)by appropri-

•te (Ip]- Bp]D)](ø)= 0 thusconclud•g
theproof.
It then follows that:

Corollary 2.2 If D n is the matrix representing
n-fold difDl+ n r)n

l

ferentiation
in thefamilyQn,then'"It+n]'"= B[l+n]'
Proof: By the definition of the differentiationmatrix D.

(12)

q?)](o)__q•D•](o)

ate constraintcoefficients,originating from the boundary,
initial or other conditionsimposedon the solutionof the
ODE Lu = f, will transformthe matrix into a bandedform

with n additional(generallynonzero)rows. This matrix
still factorssimilarly to a bandedmatrix, with bandwidth
R+n.

3

Conditioning and convergence

Settingp
= n in(11),onehasq(•n)Bn
= qz.Substituting

It is well knownthat spectraldifferentiationoperatorssuffer the dual defectsof full upper triangular matrix representationswith very poor conditioning. Above we have
(13)
=
shownhow integration preconditionersband spectral difSetting
p - n- k _•0 in (11),onehasq?)Bn-• - q?). ferentiation matrices. In this section we show that they
Substituting
thisexpression
forq?)in (13),oneobtains producewell-conditionedlinear systems,and exploit that
fact to givegooderrorestimatesfor generalordinarydifferential equations.In the followingsectionwe will showthat
(14)
the favorableconditioningpropertieslead to the rapid conNowthefirstn components
ofq(•")
arezero.However,
the vergenceof iterative methodsfor spectral approximations
remaining
components
ofq?)arecomposed
oforthogonalto generalvariablecoefficientand nonlinearequations.In
particular we study the preconditioned,discretesystem:
polynomialsand are thereforeindependent.Thus, one has

this expression
for q• into (12), oneobtains

Bn-k](ø)= BnD•] (ø)exceptforthefirstn components.
Sincef(o) is an arbitraryvector,onehasB"-k -- BnD•

(15)

TN•'- b,

(16)

I[n]q-Z Bin
n-j
I $j O----n -

except for the first n rows. This equation can be stated

concisely
in theformB[.1
n-• =B[.iD
n • orlettingn=n+l
l•l+ n F)n

l

andk = n, in theform•[t+-l• = By+•].
We now give the proof of our main assertion:
Proof of theorem:Followinglemma (2.4) we rewrite the
differentialoperator L as

j=0

underthe simplifyingassumptionthat the lead coefficient

is 1. HereTN9 '- Tv and the matricesSj are Galerkinap-

proximations
to multiplication
by the polynomials,
sj (x).
Throughoutwe assumethat the polynomialfamily is one
L

of the symmetricJacobi(Gegenbauer)
familiesscaledso
k----0 m=O

that:

r
r=0

(17)

sup•
ß
.

k----r

We denote by A•v the coefficientmatrix of this system

= •-•.D•&

and assume
that P•v is computed
by interpolation
of f

r----O

with deg(S•)= a• = max•<•<.(•rk- k + r). Then,since
n
r
bycor.(2.2)
B[•]D
= Bn-r
[•l '
n

r•0

at the Gaussor Gauss-Lobattopointsassociated
with the
truncated orthogonalsystem.

In '[6]a post-conditioning
scheme
basedon the integration operatorsis analyzed. The main differencehere is the
inclusion of the T-conditions

in the matrix.

As the T-

conditionstypically involvepoint evaluationsof functions
andtheir derivatives,we cannotexpectT•vto be bounded

Integration
Preconditioners
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We now state a number of resultsconcerningthe indi-

in 12.Therefore,we introducethe spacehr of infinitevectors satisfying:

vidualoperatorsin (16). In manycasesthe proofscanbe

(28)

foundin [6,Sec.4] or constructed
in obvious
analogywith
proofsgiventhere,We will avoidrepeatingthe detailsof
the arguments
in [6].The primaryadditional
factswewill

IIZlIL-- • IZt12(
l + 1)2r< o•.

use

For finite truneations,the norm is simply definedby the

are:

truncated sum. It is associated with the inner product

Lemma 3.1 For any r > 0 and integerk there existsa

whosejth diagonalentry is jr. Oivenany matrix C we

N matrix, C, with bandwidthk,

K(k, r) independent
of N suchthat,for anyN x
(¾,Z)h. = YTD•Z, whereDr is the diagonal
matrix constant

have:

(19)

IlClln•_<g(•,r)11CIl•.

IICllh•--IIDrCD7;II:.

the matrixDrCD[ •. Its
Note that for integer r _>0, and Z the expansioncoeffi- Proof.We needonlyconsider
cientsof a function, z, we have, for positiveconstantsGo, nonzeroelementsare multipliedby (i + 1)•(j + 1)-r with
i- j _<k. Clearlythis factoris uniformlyboundedabove
G•,
by a functionof k and r, completingthe proof.

Co(:,(L+ 1)r=) %IlZllL %c,(:,(L + 1)%)
(20)
< O;Iz 2
where12= -DpD. (Here,(.,.) is theunweighted
L• in-

Lemma 3.2 For any r _>O, s > r, Z • hs and ZN the
infinite vectorobtainedby settingall but the first N + 1
components
of Z to O, we have:

ner product.) We nowstateour assumption
on the 7'conditions:

Assumption $.1 Thereexistsro _>0 anda constant,
Ca',
suchthat,for all N, r _>to, andN + I.vectorsV,

Proof. We have:

IzNvI _<CrllVllhr-

k=N+l
oc

Moreover,for someintegerr _>to, r - n _<1.

(25)

_< (N+ 2)2(•-•)y] (k+ 1)2•lZ•l
2,
k=N+l

We illustrate Assumption3.1 with the standardexam-

plesof Chebyshev
approximations
and Dirichletor Neu- which impliesthe stated estimate.
mann boundaryconditions.In the formercase,

(21)

TNV=E(-1)'•'I•,

We notethat by (20) we can replacethe right-handside
by a multiple of the Hs,• norm of z. This inequality is,
then, strongerthan can be obtainedfor the H•,• norm of
z = ZN. (See [3, Ch. 9].) However,we must generally

wherer/t= I or ;It = 0, depending
onthe boundary.Choos- use a larger r than Sobolev'sinequality would require to
bound T. The example of Neumann conditions illustrates
ing ro > 1/2 we have,for all r _>to:
this.

(22)

{•Nv{_<

(z+ 1)-2•o

{{Vll•r.

Theorem

3.1

a. Foranyr > 0 theoperators
Bin
] : hr -• hr, 1 =
1,..., n, are compactand, for some constants,gt,r,

For Neumann conditions,

(23)

IIBl.lUllh•
< •t,rllUll•_,.

rNv=
l

Choosing
ro > 5/2 we have,for all r _>to:

(24)

IZ•vVl_<

(l q-1)4-2rø
l--O

IlVlln.

b. For anyr > 0, I1%11•,J = o,... ,.-

1 are uniformly

bounded in N.

Proof.
Thematrices
BI,] andS•arebanded.
Bounds
on
their12normsaregivenin [6]and,by Lemma3.1, extend
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to their hr norms. As the compactnessis proved by al>

proximating
B•,]byitsfinite
truncations,
it canalso
be
extended.
Wealso
have
anestimate
fortheentries
of
(26)
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Here, Z• is the N + 1-vectorcontainingthe first N + 1
components
of Z. Let • > 0 be given. Given any vector,Z,

IIZlla• = 1, andpositiveintegerM, let ZM nowdenotethe
infinite vector obtained by setting all but the first M + 1

components
of Z to zero. Now,for M = M(•) sufficiently
large, we have, for all N,

Therefore,

(30)IIR(Z-ZM)ll•< •,
Moreover,
if N > M + n + q: whereq is the maximum
degree
ofthepolynomials,
sj, KZM -- •'NZM. Therefore,
for N > M(e) + n + q,
from which the desired estimate follows.

We are now in a position to prove:

Choosing½sufficientlysmall, and, hence, No sufficiently
Theorem 3.2 Supposethat w = 0 is the only solution of large,we conclude
usingthe Banachlemmathat (A2v)-•
is uniformlyboundedfor N > No.
the hommjeneous
system,Lw = O, Tw = 0 and that T
Standard ode theory implies the existenceof a solution,
satisfiesAssumption3.1. Let r be an integer satisfying
r _> ro andr-n

< 1. Further supposethat, for some

p >_1, f 6 CP((a,O)). Then:
a. There exist constants,Co and C1, and an integer, No

suchthat for any N > No and vector,y, with [lY[[r=
1:

Co _<IIANYlI,<

U • cp+n((a,b)). Set e = u- VN, EN = UN -- VN,
AF = FN -- PN and UN the polynomialwhoseexpansion
coefficientsare given by UN. We then have:

(32)

ANE• = RN,

(33)

RN= B•,
•(AF)
W• ) '
- +Tu
[1,T•UN

b. The matrix A2• - I approachesa compactoperator on

n--I

hr.

½. There ezists a constant, C, and an integer No, such
that, for all N > No:

((u- v•x-),(œ
+ 1)"(u- v2v)>
_<CN-2uIIfL.p,
2
# = p- (1/2)max(O,r - n).

,NUN
1 S•U)N).
(34)WN= - E(B•.•/NS•
- (Bi•
"-J
Fromourbounds
onAN andA• • andAssumption
3.1we
conclude,

IIENIln•I IInNIl•,

(35)

Proof. The upper bound on AN and the compactness
of
A• -I followdirectly from Theorem 3.1. The lowerbound

followsfrom the analysisin [6, Sec. 4], whichwe outline where in U - UN, UN denotesthe infinite vector obtained
here for completeness.First, definethe compactoperator,

•:

by extendingthe finite vector by 0. By Lemma 3.2 and

h• -. h•, in the following
way. GivenZ 6 h• let (20) we have:

Z-- •k ZkQk,
SjZ-- •'•k2(k
j)Qk'Then

(37)

[IU-

{ (•'g)iZi, i=O,...,n1

(28)(RZ)•
= tv
'"-••'•-52(5)•.
i --> n.
x•-,j=o ""In]
,'•'

If, forsome
Z • 0, (I + •)Z = 0, it canbeeasily
shown
that a nontrivial solutionof the homogeneous
problemex-

Using(20) •d the propertiesof the inte•ation operators

we obtain:

(38)

ists,violating
thehypot.heses
ofthetheorem.
BytheRiesz- (39)
Schauder
theory,
il(I+K)-•11• isbounded.
Wenextshow

IIBt•I,•(AF)Ila•
l = max(O,r- n) _<1.

that A•v - I approximatesK. In particular, let

By the resultsof Bernardi and Marlay on interpolation

(29)(R•z)•= {((A•
o, - •)z•)•,
.
ii=
>0,...,N,
N.

(40)

error,[2],wehave:

IIfN- fllm,•<
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Truncation Poisson Helmholtz Helical
8

12.6

1264

229

16
32

20.6
31.9

3788
9550

300
399

51.2

19580

537

90.0
156.

39320
78700

737
1020

64

'

128
256

Truncation Poisson' Helmholtz 'Helical
8
11.4
1321
1110
16
32
64
128
256

11.7
11.9

2777
3844

1108
1108

12.0

4084

1108

12.1

4133

1108

12.1

4154

1108

Table 1: ho Condition Numbers: Preconditioned

Table 2: hi Condition Numbers: Preconditioned
Therefore, since

combiningtheseinequalitiesand applying(20) yieldsthe

Truncation Poisson Helmholtz Helical
8
47.9
3,568
10,870

error estimate. This completesthe proof.
We note that theseresultsfall short of thoseprovedin

16

47.9

7,678

10,700

32

47.9

10,070

10,700

64
128
256

47.9
47.9
47.9

10,570
10,610
10,620

10,700
10,700
10,700

[6]for the post-conditioning
scheme,
bothin termsof the
restrictiveassumptionson the coefficients
and in the convergencerates. We hopeto improvethesein futurework.
Numericalexperimentsshowthat the resultson condition-

Table 3: ha Condition Numbers: Preconditioned

ingholdfora numberof importantoperators
with variable
leadcoefficients.In the followingtableswe displaythe condition numbersin the norms h0, h• and ha, of truncated

approximations
to the Dirichletproblemfor the cylindrical
Poisson,cylindricalHelmholtz and helicalPoissonoperators:

PoissonOperator:
r2

+

,

Truncation

Poisson

Helmholtz

Helical

8

3.774 x 10•

9'.584

5.886 X 104

16

5.533 x 104

59.98

8.948 x 10 •

32
64
128

8.427 x 10•
1.314 x 107
2.075 x 10•

922.4
'1.374 x 107
14,400
2.148 x 10s
2.273 •'10 a 3.393 x 10s

256

3.298 x 10 s

3.613 x 10•

5.393 x 10 TM

Helmholtz Operator:
Table 4:h0 Condition Numbers: Unpreconditioned

Helical Operator:
'Truncation Poisson
Helmholtz.... Helical
8
....
4.293"X10• 80.8!
9.098 x 10•
16
4.978 x 104 '66.20 1.102 x 10•

(•2T4
qT2)
•2q-(--•2T3
q-T)•-k2(1
q-2Q•2T
2qC•4T4).

,

,,

32

6.480 x 10 •

867.4

1.450 x 107

Here, k = 3, e = .001, a = 1.5, and 1 g r < 3.
Clearly,the conditionnumbersgrowwith N in the ho

64
128

9.225 x 10•
1.387 x 10•

12,400
'1.865x 10a

2.070 x 10•
3.114 x l0 s

norm but remain bounded in hi and ha. This is consistent

256

2.150 x 10 •

2.891 x 10•

4.827 x 10 TM

with the analysisabove.Finally,we displaythe growthof
the condition numbers in these norms for the unprecon-

ditionedsystems,demonstrating
dramaticeffectsof the
preconditioning.

Table 5: hi ConditionNumbers:Unpreconditioned
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Truncation 'Poisson

Helmholtz

Helical

8 ....

6.409x 10•

2,269

2.335x 10•

906.4

16

6.469 x 104

32"
64 .....

7.802x 10• 3,887
1.068x 107 53,750

2.885x 107
3.961x 10s

256
128

2.417
1.575 x 10 •

5.844 x 10
8.968
10"TM

7.931 x 107
1.217
10 •

2.362 x 10ø

Table 6:h2 Condition Numbers:Unpreconditioned

4

General

variable
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For our examples,its action is computedby fast trans-

formsin O(• In/•) operations.
Wemaychoose/•• N to
avoidaliasingerrors,but always/• _• 7N for somefixed
7 as N -• o•. Interpolation points will be at Gauss or
Gauss-Lobattopoints associatedwith the family. We assumethe followingresult on the uniformboundedhess
of

the matrices,C•3v:
Assumption 4.1 There exists a constant,G, and an integerr • to, r - n •_ 1, such that:
j,N

coefficients

We expect that this assumptioncan be proven under apA well-knowndifficulty with spectralmethodsis that mulpropriateassumptions
on the functionscj and the choice
tiplicationby arbitrary functionsis representedby full ma- of nodes.
trices. Therefore,direct solutionof the linear systemsfolOur final specificationof the discretesystemis:
lowing from the Galerkin approximationto generaldifferential equationsmay be expensive. Similar considerations (45)
TN9 = d,
apply to the solutionof nonlinearequations.On the other
hand, multiplicationin point spacemay be accomplished
in

O(/•) operations,
where.• is thenumberof pointswhere
the product is required. This fact is exploited by pseudospectralmethods. In this sectionwe show how to com-

bine the integration preconditionerswith pseudospectral
approximationsto multiplication by smooth functions to
iteratively compute approximate solutionsto variable coefficientand nonlinear equations. For familieswith a fast
interpolation algorithm, suchas the Chebyshevfamily, the
complexityof the algorithmwill be O(Nln N), whereN
is spectral truncation order.
We consider:

(42)Lu-- D"+ Z D3c3
(x) u= f, x e (a,b),
j=0

subject to the constraints,

(43)

(46)

j--0

Let A• denotethe coefficientmatrix of the systemabove.
Note that its first n rows contain approximationsto the
constraintsand its final N + 1 - n rows contain the approximation to the differential equation. Using Lemma
4.1, we can provethe followingresult on conditioningand
convergence.As the proof is essentiallyidentical to the
proof of Theorem 3.2, we omit it here.
Theorem 4.1 Supposethat w = 0 is the only solution of
the homogeneous
system, Lw = O, Tw = 0 and that T
satisfiesAssumption3.1. Let r be an integer satisfying
r _• ro and r - n •_ I and supposethat Assumption•.1
holdsfor this choiceof r. Further supposethat, for some

p _• 1, f e Cp((a, b)). Then:

Tu=d.

Here,the functions
c3 are assumed
to be smooth(Ca for
convenience). As before, we approximateu by a finite

a. There exist constants,Co and C1, and an integer, No

suchthatfor anyN • No and vector,y, with]]y[]•1:

expansion,

Co _<IIAyII,- _<

N

(44)

I[,]+ • B[,•'iCi,•• = B[,]F•.

u
i=0

b. The matrix AN -- I approaches
a compactoperatoron
hr.

Multiplicationby cj (x) is.approximated,
in spectralspace,
by the followingrecipe: first, evaluate the expansionat

someinterpolation
points,xk, k = 0,...,/•. Second,
multiplyat theinterpolation
pointsbycj(xk). Finally,usethe
new data at the interpolation points to constructexpan-

sioncoefficients.
We denoteby Cj,N the matrixrepresenting thisprocess.Notethat Cjdvis usuallyneverformed.

c. There exists a constant,C, and an integerNo, such
that, for all N > No:

+

<N

-2#

lz - p - (1/2) max(O,r - n).

2

IIfL,,

Integration Preconditioners
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Solution by iteration

I 1VIJNo.ofIts. Max.Error
..

Although Theorem 4.1 establishesthe good conditioning
of the discretization matrices and the rapid convergence
of the approximationsfor smoothf, the matrix AN is full

64

soits factorization
requiresO(N 3) operations.However,
ff a fast transformis available,multiplicationby AN can
be carriedout in O(N In N) operations.In this sectionwe
exploit this feature along with the conclusionsof Theorem
4.1 to developan efficientiterative solutionalgorithm.
Here we considerBroyden's method, due to its easeof
implementationfor both linear and nonlinearproblemsand
to the availabilityof convergence
resultswhichare directly

128

23

1.2

23

2.5 x 10 -•

5i2

23

1.0 x 10-•

Table 7: Linear

To illustrate this result we use Chebyshevexpansionsto

(47)

chosenso that,

1. Initialize:

•(1)
rk= •'N-- AN•k, 'q•+l
= r•,

x•(-1,1).

The function f and the Dirichlet boundary conditionsare

(48)

u=----•
e-(z-zø?/*,

tabulatedare for 5 = 5 x 10-4 and x0 = 1/2 and, for
N _>128, • = 10-14. (The solutionfor N = 64 wasso
largethat an absoluteresidualof 10-14 wasunattainable.

In that caseonlyweuse• = 5 x 10-•4.)

do:

z(J)
k+l = (I + •-1
j-1 sj• S•_l)Z(•+?
,
•(•)

ChooseO•+l • (0,2) such that %-O•+lvk+• :• O,

8k+l• •k--Ok+lPk+l
•k+l•
•+•

D2u+sinx.u=f(x),

is an exact solution. No dealiasingwas used. The results

2. UntilX/'(r•,r•) < • do:

For j = 2,...,k

Test Problem

solve:

applicableto our problem[15]. For completeness
we list
sionN + 1 [16]:

1.1 x 10 •

256

the algorithm as we use it, which involvesonly storageof
and computationwith a small number of vectorsof dimen-

Broyden's
MethodfortheLinearSystem,
AN0= I>N:

,

33

= • + s•+•.

Here, (-, .) denotessomeinnerproductand © is the outer
productof vectorsdefinedby the inner product. We choose
0•+• -- 1 unless'rk- ,•+• is small. Note that ifp iterations

areneeded
the total workis O(pN InN + p2N).
Hwangand Kelley [15]haveshownthat if an operator,

Clearly, the number of iterations is independentof N
while the error rapidly decreases. We note that the results presentedare for the 12 inner product. The conver-

gencedoesnot follow directly from the theory discussed
above, because the T-conditions are unbounded in this
norm. However, due to their low rank, this did not harm

the convergence.Tests with the h• inner product show
similar behavior. We expect that the propertiesof AN
will lead to rapid convergenceof other iterative schemes.

For GMRES,this followsfrom [17].

4.2

Nonlinear problems

The method may also be generalizedto solvesemilinear
equations.In particular we consider:

(49) D"u + F(u, Du,...,D"-•u,x) = O, x • (a,O),
with nonlinear

constraints:

A, is suchthat A - I is compact,then Broyden'smethod
as describedabove producesa q-superlinearlyconvergent (50)
sequenceof iterates. By part b of Theorem4.1, this applies

(uniformlyin N) to ouroperatorsAN if weusethe hr inner
productwith r _>r0. Therefore,for any • > 0, the number
of iterationsrequiredto producea residualwith hr norm
smaller than • is bounded independentof N. Hence, the
systemcan be solvedin O(N In N) operations.

The discreteequations
areformulatedin spectralspaceby

a•pproximating
F via the samerecipeasabove.That is,
F(6) iscomputed
by firstevaluatingv andits derivatives
in
point space,then evaluatingF at thesepoints,and finally

interpolating
thepointvalues
to obtain•. Similarly,
TN
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is computed
by evaluatingT(v). The discretesystemafter
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[13]problems
havebeenapproached
throughdiagonaliza-

tion methods. These techniquesperform well but have
the disadvantage
that an expensivematrix multiplication
(51)
must be performedto transformfrom eigenvectors
of the
operatorsback to physicalvariableswhich is necessary,
e.g. for the solutionof nonlinearproblems. Also, the
(52)
l.1, +
= 0.
treatmentof time dependentproblemsis typicallypursued
Broyden'smethod may be applied to the nonlineardisthrougha finite-difference
discretizationin time, whichincrete problem by simply definingthe residuals,rk, using
rtoducesstabilityproblemsandlimitsthe time-accuracy
of
equations(51-52). Generally,a good initial approximathe method. As an exeptionto the latter we mustmention
tion, •o, is needed. Linearizing about a smoothsolution,
the workof Tal-Ezeret al. [18]whoemploya Chebyshev
the discretesystemhas the samepropertiesas for the lindiscretizationof the time-evolutionoperator. As discussed
ear variablecoefficientequationsdiscussedabove. There-

preconditioningis given by:

fore,the resultsof Hwangand Kelley [15]imply local,qsuperlinearconvergence
of the iterateswith the numberof

in the monograph
by Canutoet al. [3], the extension
to

multidimensions
is openfor severalinterestingproblemsin
more than two spacedimensions.
iterationsrequiredto attain a giventoleranceboundedinThe simplicityand generalityof the integrationprecondependentof N. That is, the nonlineardiscreteproblem
ditioner methodcan be exploitedto produceblock-banded
can be solvedin O(NlnN) operationsfor a sufficiently
formsand improvethe conditioningof problemsin higher
goodinitial approximationand assumingthat I is a sufdimensionstreated by spectral•--methods. The straightficientlygoodapproximationto the Jacobian.(Of course,
forward extensionis based on the use of preconditioners
differentinitial approximationsto the Jacobian,whichare
constructedby tensorproductsof integrationoperatorsin
low rank perturbationsto I, couldalsobe used.)
To illustrate

these results we solve the well-known

reaction-diffusionequation:

(53)

D:•u+ he"'- O, xE(-1,1),

u(-4-1)=0.

For h < he two solutions exist. Here, .87 < he < .88.

In our examplewe choseh = .87 and an initial guessof

each variable, and it allows for the use of different basis
functionsin eachvariable. We considera problemin a rectanglein R m. For simplicitywe will only considerboundary

conditions
of Dirichlettype. We let x = (x•,... ,Xm) be a
coordinatesystemsuchthat the sidesof the domainunder
considerationare parallel to coordinate planes. We will
considerexpansionsof the form

• = 0. The exact solution which we are approximating is
•iven by:

(54)
u=In
(A
(1
-(tanh
yf•x)
2)
),
(55)

wherethe expansionbasisis formedas a productof (possibly different) rn orthogonalpolynomialbasesand i (i•,..., C,,) is a multi-index,

A = 2.801710482773216533343
....

i(x) =

We solved the problem for N -- 16,32,64,128,256,512

with • -- 10-•4. Again, no dealiasingwasemployed.In
all casesthe iteratesconvergedin 67 to 70 iterations,confirming the N-independenceof the iterative scheme.As

the solutionis smooth,the errorwasalready1.8 x 10-9
for N - 16 and on the order of 10-•4 for finer discretizations.

Wenowlet œ= •-•kœ•be a lineardifferential
operatorin
the xi , i --- 1,...,m with polynomial coefficientsin the
independentvariables. As before, rational functioncoefficientscan alsobe allowed,providedno singularitiesare
presentin the domain and we reduceto polynomialsby
multiplyingby the leastcommonmultipleof the denominators.

The œt have the form

5

Higher dimensional problems

ffk---• Lki,
The complexityof the spectraldifferentiationoperatorhas
i--1
made the direct useof spectralmethodsin more than one
dimensionimpractical.Standardtreatmentsof commonly with the Lki a lineardifferentialoperatorwith polynomial
occuring
problems,
suchasthePoisson
[12]andHelmholtz coefficients
in the variablexi, i.e. an operatorof the form

Integration Preconditioners
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assumedin Theorem (2.1). Let

Truncation

ni -- max
order(Lki) .
k
Then the extensionof theorem (2.1) to multidimensions
can be stated as follows:

Abs error

8 x 8

1.2 x 10 -z

16 x 16

4.6 x 10 -•

32 x 32

1.0 x 10 -•4

Table8: Waveequation
- Exactsolution:
e(2(x-t))•

Theorem 5.1 The Galerkin representationof the differential operatorœ in the basisQ is transformedinto blockbandedform via left multiplicationby the operator

whereu = u(x, t) and the boundaryconditionsare given

m

(57)

=

,

t) = ,.,(t).

Here œ• -- L•,•L•,2 and œ2 = L2,1L2,2assumethe forms
The

whereB[•i,i /s the operatorof integration
.for the.family L•,• = I, L•,2 - Dr, L2,• = Dx, and L2,2 -- I.
{Qki}•__o
. Theresullting
operator
hastheform
integrator
forœis BIll(• B[•].
The matrix 15/] for the wave equation is

m

k

0

i=1

0

0

0

I•a•.•?-Ilq0
]

2

...

0

'"

0

The proof follows from repeated application of theorem
0
ß. .
0
4 B[•] --Ill]
4
(2.1).
We illustrate the use of theorem(5.1) by somesimple
examples. We limit the discussionto two spacedimen'
2i B[•]
sionsor one spacedimensionplus time, as we are basically
interestedin demonstratingthe tensor product technique.
0
...
Questionsof conditioningand efficientimplementationby
the use of sparsematrix solverswill be pursuedelsewhere.
In the following exampleswe use exclusivelyChebyshev Notethat the entriesare (N+I) x (N+I) blocks.The same
polynomialexpansions,again for simplicity of exposition. will applyto the matrix operatorsgivenin both subsequent
Other basescould have been employedin principle, and the examples.
The tau conditions are
only added complication would have been the loss of the
fast cosinetransform. Thus, the preconditionersemployed
M
will be tensor productsbasedon powersof the Chebyshev
ß

.

.

.

.

.

ß

.

ß

.

.

ß

ß

ß

•'](-1)iuij= vj,

integration operator

ß

.

ß

j -- O,...,N,

i=0

N

Z(-1)Jui)-- hi, i --0,...,M,
j=0

B[•l =

with oneredundantconditionat the point (-1,-1).
Table 5 lists the absolute error for the uni-direction wave

equationfor varioustruncations. In this, as in the two
subsequent
examples,a homogeneous
solutionis chosen,
andthe boundaryconditions
areconstructed
by evaluating
that functionat the appropriateboundaries.

HereBill is a M x M matrix.

Example 2: the Laplace equation in a rectangle

Example 1: the uni-directional wave equation
We considerthe problem

Considernow the problem

(56)

(5s)

Ou Ou

O2u

[-1,17,

O2u

+

=0,

[-1,17,
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whereu = u(x,y), f = f(x,y) and the boundaryconditions are given as

TruncationAbserror(k = 2) Abserror(k = 8)
8 x 8

(5o)

3.2 x 10 -•
5.8 x 10 -•4
4.3 x 10 -•4

16 x 16
32 x 32

= h(x) , u(ñl,y): v(y) .

95

84.6
8.5 x 10 -z
1.8 x 10 -•

ForLaplace's
equation
E1 ----L•,1L1,2andœ2-- L2,1L2,2

9:Laplace's
equation
- Exactsolution:
ei•sin(kx)
become
L1,1= I, L1,2= D•, L2,1--::Dy
2,andL2,2-- I and Table

integrator
isB[2]•)B[21.
For Laplace'sequationBœ is the sum of the following
two matrices

Example 3: the advection-diffusion equation
Finally we considerthe problem

0
0

0
0

o
•

Z[•]
0

--Z[•]

0
0

o
o

6.8

0

0

0
0

-..
---

o
-•

2(i)(i+2)

'.

0
0

0
0

o

0

(2i)(2i+2)

0

0
0

o
•'-•

o

4-6

0

0
0

'' •[•]

'.

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0 B•_] 0 0 0 0
0 0 B•_] 0
0
0
0 0 0 B•2
] 0
0
0 0 0 0 B•2
] o
0 o 0
o 0 B•2
]

0

0

0

...
..-

-...o
0
0

Ou

0

0

0

0

02u

(60) O-•+C•xx=.Ox
2 , (x,t)•[-1,1]
2,
whereu -- u(x,y), f = f(x,y) and the boundaryconditions are given as

(61)

u(x,-1)- h(x) , u(ñl,t)- vñ(t) .

For this equationœ• = Ll,lL1,2 and •2 --- L2,1L2,2becomeL•,• = I, L•,2 = D•, L2,• - cD•:-yD•, andL2.2- I

andintegrator
isB[•](•)B[2].
The compositematrix Bœ is the sum of the following

three matrices
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 cS?] 0
o o ?]

ß

0

Ou

'

The tau conditions can now be inserted:
n=N

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0

-•Bp] 0
o -71
4

cSp]
8
0

0
c•Pl
10

0
0

0
0

...
...

0
o

0
o

.-...

'.

0

'.

'.

0

-cBIu
0
0
8
0
_ c•[q
0
10
ß

E urn.(-1)"
= •,

0

0

,

n----0

,

0

0

0

0

0

0

n=N

n=0

rn=M

Z Um"(-1)m
-m=M

n ß
Z Brnn
--'I)^+

Again, the numberof tau conditionsexceedsthe number
of zero rows in Bœ. However,the tau conditionsare not
all independent,and four of them need to be discarded,
correspondingto redundant specificationsat the four cor-

nersof the domain.This leaves2(M + 1) + 2(N + 1) - 4
conditions which matches the number of zero rows in BL.

Table 5 lists the computederrorsusingthis matrix formulationof Poisson's
equation.

-p

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
0

o
o

o
o

...
...

o
0
0
0
0
0

o B[1] 0
0
o
0
o
0
0
B[1] 0
0
0
0
0 0
0 B[U 0
0
0
0 0
0
0 B[•] 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
B[U 0
0 0
0
0
0
0 B[1]

0

0

...
...
...
0
0
0
ß

0
0

0

0

0
0

o
h.u. o
4.6

0

•'P]
(2i) (2i+2)

0

0

0

0
0

o
•.•.•

0

0

0

'.

0
0

--...

0
0

o

o
•u

o
o

0

-zp]
2(i) (i+2)

'-

0

6.8

0
'.

z[•]

(2i+ 2) (2i+4)
0
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(c= 2, v = 1.3) .(c= 5, v = .5)

8 x 8

5.6 x 10 -•

.12

16 x 16
32'x 32

3.6 x 10-•
1.5 x 10-•

2.7 x 10-u
2.1 x 10-•

,

Table 10: Advection-diffusionwith x0 = -0.8,
___!

Exact
solution:
•-•--

t0 -- -1.05

4•(t-t0) )/(t- to)«

The tau conditionsthat must be imposedare:
n=N

Z Um,(-1)"
-- •m,

natural reducedforms for the system. An example is offered by the Laplace operator in disk geometry; indeed,
in solving /•u = f in 0 _< r _< 2 , 0 _< O <_ 2•r, using
a Fourier/Chebyshev
expansionin the azimuthaland ra-

dial directionsrespectively(with -1 _<x = r-

1 _< 1),

we are led to the equation for the n-th Fourier mode

[((x
+1)D)
2- n2]• =(x+•)2f,.The
method
discussed

abovewould lead to a pentadiagonal, ill-conditioned operator. However, closer examination of the matrix elements
revealsthat under left-multiplication by a certain tridiag-

onalpreconditioner
[19](seealso[3]) we get a tridiagohal system which can be solved quite naturally by using
techniquesdevelopedfor the study of 3-term recurrence

relations[9],anddifficulties
relatingto the coordinate
singularity at x = -1 are easily bypassed.

rn= M

Z Um"(-1)m
= 6•,
rn--0

m--M

We note that Tuckerman[19]givesa theoremon the
transformationof matricesinto bandedform through left
multiplication by preconditionerswhoseform dependson
certain properties of the matrix elements. As is also men-

tionedin [3],preconditioners
that leadto bandedformhave
m-'O

and, again, there are two redundanttau conditionsat the
points x -- 4-1 , t -- -1.
Table 5 gives the absolute errors computed for the
advection-diffusionequation.

6

Conclusions

The methods discussedin this article are quite useful in
deriving efficient, spectrally accurate algorithms for the
treatment of initial-boundary value problemsin simplegeometrieswith more than one nonperiodicdirections.Sely
aration of variables e.g. for the Laplace operator, leads

not beenreadily available,and havehad to be searchedfor
in a case-by-casebasis. The main appeal of the method
presentedhere is its generality,achievedthrough the construction of the preconditionerfrom the basic recursions
of a family, and its identificationwith integration operators. Indeed,the preconditionerdependsonly on the basis
usedand the order of the differentialoperator L, not on its
specialexplicit form, which can be quite complex. Also,
if the coefficients
(or the solution)exhibit rapid variation
over small neighborhoods,a rational coordinatemapping
can be introduced to handle the situation with no substan-

tial increasein algorithmiccomplexitywhile avoidingthe

needfor considering
very high-ordertruncations.In [6]

we employeda variant of the presentmethod, usinginteto equations,
whichcanbe easilytransformed
to form (8). gration postconditioning,to efficientlyresolveshock-layer
As one may requirethe repeatedsolutionof suchequations behaviorthrough a low-orderrational map. Naturally, as
high accuracyand efficiencyare clearly essential.The bad the Poissonequationin the disk suggests,problemswith
conditioning0fspectraldifferentiationoperatorsis avoided an underlyingsingularitymay necessitateexploitingfurby the integration preconditioningmethod, and this per- ther propertiesof a givenproblemand special,tailor-made
mits the treatment of problemsat very high order of trun- methodsmay needto be inventedin placeof the generalcation that may otherwisebe impractical. More complex purposetechniquepresentedhere.
geometriesmay be accessibleas well: if a rational map
to a rectangle is available, then the essentialfeaturesof
the methodare preserved.Even if that is not feasible,the 7
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•zz
dF- abF = 0

solvingpartial differential equations,Acta Numerica

where a, b, and c are parameters and F represents

(1994), pp. 203-267.

F(a,b;c; z).

We show that the hypergeometricfamily

[.JkF(a q- k, b - k, c;z) satisfies
the followingrecurrence

D.G. Fox and I.B. Parker (1968), Chebyshev
Polynomials in NumericalAnalysis,Oxford UniversityPress,

relationships:

London.

(63)

[9] W. Gautschi,Computational
aspects
of 3-termrecur-

F(a,b;c;z) = aF'(aq-l,b-1;c;z)
q-3F'(a,b;c;z) q- 'yF'(a- l, bq-1;c;z),

rencerelations,SIAM Rev. 9 (1967), pp. 24-82.

[10] D. Gottlieb and S. Orszag, Numerical Analysis of
SpectralMethods,SIAM, Philadelphia(1977).

[2(1- z) - 1]F(a,b;c;z) =

(64)
HereF'

&F(a + 1,b- 1;c;z)

+ •F(a, b;c;z) + •F(a- 1,b+ 1;c;z).
dFanda, •, 7, &,•, and•, areallcoefficients
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The propertiesof the hypergeometricfunction that we
use

are

(65)zF<a,b;c;z)
--F<a+1,bq1;cq1;z)

(b- a)(1 - z)r(a, b;c;z) - (c- a)F(a - 1,b;c;z)
ille, Chebyshev3-D spectraland œ-D pseudospectral (66)
+ (c - b)r(a, b- 1;c;z) = 0

[la] P. Haldenwang,G. Labrosse,S. Abboudiand M. Devsolversfor the Helmholtzequation,J. Comp. Phys. 55

(1984),pp. 115-128.

and the Gausscontiguity relations

l,b;c;z)
[14] D. Hochstadt, Special Functions of Mathematical (67) (c-a-1)F(a,b;c;z)+aF(a+
-(c- 1)F(a,b;c- 1;z) = 0 ,
Physics,Dover,NY (1975).
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(b-a)F(a,b;c;z)+aF(a+
1, b;c;z)
-bF(a, b+ 1;c;z) = 0

(70)

The followingequationsare required in the derivationof

equation(63): Equation(68) evaluatedthe points(a, b,c),
(a+ 1, b,c), and (a,b+ 1,c); Equation(65) evaluatedat the
points(a+ 1, b-l, c-l), (a,b,c-1), and (a-l, b+ 1,c-l);
and Equation(67). After involvedalgebra,oneobtainsthe
first recurrence
relation(63) with

(• - a - •)•(a, •; z) + a•(• + •, 3; •)
-(-y - 1)•(a,-y - 1;z) = 0

UsingEquation(70) evaluatedat (a + 1,7 + 1), (a + 1,7),
•d (a, 7), •d Equation(69), onecanderive

• -- • •t••- •,•;Z).
(7•) •(•,•;•) = •'(•,•;•)+ ••
A simil•

reckfence

relation

can be derived for con flu-

em hypergeometricfunctions of the secondkind. These
•nctions sati• the followingtwo equations

a(c-b)
(b - 1)(b- a)(b - a - 1)'

(72)

(a + b+ 1) - 2c
(b- a - 1)(b- a -4-1)'

d• a,7;z)= -a•(a + 1,• + 1;z),
d•(

(73) •(a, 7; z) - a•(a + 1,7; z) - •(a, 7 - 1;z) = 0.

b(c-a)

Using(73)e•uated at points(a+ 1,7+ 1) and (a+ 1,7)
•d Equation(72), onec• generate

3 - (a- 1)(b- a)(b- aq-1)'
The derivation of the secondrecurrencerelation (64)

requiresthe followingequations:Equation(68) evaluated
at the points(a-1,b,c) and (a,b-1, c) andEquation(66).
After someinvolvedalgebra,onecan generatethe second

recurrence
relation(64) with

1

(74)•(•,,;•) = • _ •'(•-

•,,;,) + •'(•,,;•).

!n addition to the recurrenceequationsdevelopedabove,
both t•es of confluenthypergeometricssatisfy a recurrence of the form

2(c-b)a

(b-a)(b-a-1)'

•f(•,,;•)

(a -4-b - 1)(a q-bq-1 - 2c)
(b - a + 1)(b- a - 1)
2(c-a)b

Confluent
currence

hypergeometric

(75)(, - •)•(• - •,,; •)
-a•(a+
1,7;z)

re-

relations

du

z•-• + (•- z)•-•.

=0

dz 7;z)= •(a+l,7+l;z),

+
=

•(•,,;
•) =
(• - 2a)•(a, 7; z) +

(2• -,
0.

+ •)•(•, •; ,)

(• - •)•(• - •, •; ,) +
a•(a + 1,•; z).

The confluenth•ergeometric •ctions
satis•

ß (•-•,,;•)We show that the confluenthypergeometricfunctions
(77)
+
satisfyrecurrencerelationsanalogousto the recurrencerelationsfor hypergeometric
functions.There are two types
of confluenthypergeometric
functions.Eachoneis treated w•ch c• be re•ged
separately.
(7s)
•(•,a;•)
We start with the first confluenthypergeometricfunc(2• - ,)•(•,,; •)
tion. It satisfiesthe followingequations:
(69)

1,q,z).

This equationcan be rearrangedinto the form

(76)

Confluenthypergeometricfunctionssatisfythe differential
equation
dau

c,f(•c2f(a, 7, z)+c3f(a+

The •st confluenthypergeometricfunctionssatisfy

5/- (b-a)(b-aq1)'
B

=
+

of the secondkind

(2•-•+•)•(•,,;•)
a(a-7+l)•(a+l,7;z)=0,
into the form

=
+

•(•-•,,;•)•(• -, + •)•(• + •,,; •).
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Jacobi
P(•'•)

Hypergeometric
F(a+ k,b- k;c)

1

-

Qo

1

1

1

Q•

=
1

x
k

k + 2p -- 1

m,-l,k

•

2k+ 1

2(k+ •)

ak,i

0

0

0

1

k+ 1

k+ 1

(2k+ a +.3+ 2)(2k + a +.3)
2(k + 1)(k + a +,3 + 1)

(b- a- 2k + 1)(b- a - 2k- 1)
2(c- b+k)(a + k)

•

2k+l

2(k+•)

(2k+a+t•+2)(2k+a+fl+lI

(b-a-2k)(b-a-2k-1)

2(k +r,)

k +a+ *3
--2a•,•

k +a- 1
-2a•,•

ak+l,•

1

1

2(k- 1)
b• •
'

2•x

2k + 1

-1

0

0

0

1

1

1

b•.+•.• 2(k+ 1)

2k+ 1

w(•)
r(•)

(•- •)-•/•
(• - •)•/•

•
(• - •)

(a,b)

(-1,1)

•((•2(k
- *3)
+(•+.3+2)x)
+ a)(k + *3)
(2k+ a + .3+ 1)(2_k
+ a + *3)

(b- a- 2k)(b
- a- 2k+ 1)

(a2- .32)

(a+b- 1)(a
+b+1- 2c)

--ak_l,k

a+*3

a+b-1

2(k+v)

k-I-1

k+ 1- b

(•- x•)"-«
(• - x•)•+«

0-•)•(1+•) •
(• - x•)w(x)

(• + •)•-•(• - •)•+•-•
-(• + x)•(• - x)•+•-•+•
(-1, 1)

a•+•,•

(-1,1)

(-1,1)

2

•r21-2VF(k+ 2•)

2•+O+•F(k + a + 1)F(k+ .3+ 1)

k(k + 2v)

k(k + a + • + 1)

hk

•r/2(•r,k
= 0)

2k+l

k2

k(k + 1)

--ak-l,k

a•+•,•

(-1, 1)

Ak

-

2(c - a - k)(b - k)

k!(k+v)[r(v)?(2k+o+*3+
•)k!r(k+o+•+
•)

(a + k)(b - k)

Table 11: Recursionsfor polynomialfamilies of Hypergeometric
type (ao.k= O;for the Tk, a•,o = b•.o= 1)

FamilyHermite
Hk Laguerre
L(•
•) Confluent
(first)
•(a,b) Confluent
(second)
q•(a,
b)
Qo

1

1

-

Q•

2x

1+ a - x

-

a•-l.k

k

-(k + a)

a- b+ k

1

ak.•

0

2k + a + 1

b- 2a- 2k

b- 2a - 2k

a+ k

(a+ k)(a-1 b+ k+ 1)

1

ak+•,k

•

--(k+ 1)

b•_•,•

0

0

b•,•

0

1

b--a--k

a+k-1

1

1-a-k

1

1

bk+•,k 2(k+1)
W(X
)
p(z)

e--x2
e--x2

(a, b)

( - •x•, •x•)

h•,
)'k

-1

0

0

xC•
e-x
xc•+l
e- x

xb-le-x
xbe--x

xb-l e-x
xbe--x

(0, oo)

(0, •x•)

Vr•2kk! F(a+k•k+ 1)
2k

k

(0,

.
-(a + k)

-(a + k)

Table 12: Recursionsfor ConfluentHypergeometric
functions

